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1. \A4rich of the following statements is xol true regarding a

mass-spring system that moves with simple harmonic motion
in the absence of friction? (a) The total energy of the rystem
remains constant. (b) The energy of the system is continually
transformed between kinetic and potential energy. (c) The
total energy ofthe system is proportional to the square ofthe
amplitude. (d) The potential energy stored in the system is

greatest rvhen the mass passes through the equilibriurn posi-

tion. (e) The velocity of the oscillating mass has its maximum
ralue when the mass passes through the equilibrium position.

2. The position of an object moving r,vith simple harmonic mo-
tion is given by , : 4 cos (6rrt), where x is in meters and
I is in seconds. \{hat is the period of the oscillating system?

(a) 4 s (b) |s (c) {s (d) 6z's (e) impossible to determine
from the information given

3. A block-spring system r.ibrating on a frictionless, horizontal
surface with an amplitude of 6.0 cm has an energy of I 2 J. If
the block is replaced by one whose mass is twice the mass of
the original block and the amplitude of the motion is again
6.0 cm, rvhat is the energy of the system? (a) 12J (b) 24J
(c) 6J (d)  BJ (e) none ofthose answers

4, A runaway railroad car, with mass 3.0 x 10!' kg, coasts across

a leve1 track at 2.0 m/s when it collides elastically with a
spring-loarled bumper at the end of the track. If the spring
constant of the bumper is 2.0 x 106 N/m, rvhat is the
maximum compression of the spring during the collision?
(a) 0.77 m (b) 0.58 m (c) 0.34 m (d) 1.07 m (e) 1.24 m

5. An object of mass 0.40 kg, hanging from a spring'lvith a spring
constant of 8.0 N,/m, is set into an upand-donn simple har-
monic motion. \{hat is the magnitude of the acceleration of
the object rvhen it is at its maximum displacement of 0.10 m?

(a) zero (b) 0.45 rn,/s2 (c) 1.0 m,/s2 (d) 2.0 m/s2 (e) 2.4m/s2

6. If an object of mass m attached to a light spring is replaced
by one of mass 9rz, the frequency of the vibrating system

changesby'rvhatfactor? (u); (b) i t.) s.o (d) 9.0 (e) 6.0

7. If a simple pendulum oscillates u'ith small amplitude and
its length is doubled, rvhat happens to the frequency of its
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Particle in Simple Harmonic Motion If a particle is subject to a force of the form
of Hooke's lan, F: - ftx, the particle exhibits simple harmonic motion. Its position
is described by

x(t): Acos (rof+ @) 12.64

nhere A is the amplitude of the motion, co is the angular frequency, and @ is the
phase constant. The value of @ depends on the initial position and initial velociq,
of the oscillator.

The period of the oscillation is related to the parameters of a block-spring
system according to
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motion? (a) It doubles. (b) It becomes \6 tirr.. as large.

(c) Itbecomes half as large. (d) Itbccomes 1/ V2 timcs as

large. (e) It remains the same.

8, An object-spring system movins rvith simple harmonic mo-
tion has an amplitude A. When the kinetic energy of the ob-
ject eqr-rals twice the potential energy stored in the spring,

'rvhat is the position x of the object? (a) A (b) * A <q At 
^,,G(d) 0 (e) none of those ansrvers

9. A mass-spring system moves r,vith simple harmonic motion
along the x a.xis befi,r'een turning points at x, : 20 cm and

& : 60 cm. For parts (i) thror-rgh (iii), choose from the same

fir'e possibilities. (i) At lvhich position does the particle have

the greatest magnitude of momentum? (a) 20 cm (b) 30 cm
(c) 40 cm (d) some other position (e) The sreatest value oc-

curs at multiple points. (ii) At rvhich position does the particle
have greatest kinetic energy? (iii) At lvhich position does the
particle-spring s)'stem have the greatest total energv?

10. A particle on a spring moves in simple harmonic motion
along the xaxis behveen turning points at xr : 100 cm and
x.z : 140 cm. (i) At which of the following positions does
the particle have maximum speed? (a) 100 cm (b) 110 cm
(c) 120 cm (d) at none of those positions (ii) Atu.hich posi-
tion does it have maximum acceleration? Choose from the
same possibilities as in part (i). (iii) At which position is the
greatest net force exerted on the particle? Choose fiom
the same possibilities as in part (i).

ll. A blocku'ith mass m : 0.7 kg oscillates with amplitude A :
0.1 m at the end of a spring'lvith force constant A : 10 N/m
on a frictionless, horizontal surface. Rank the periods of the
follorving situations from greatest to smallest. If any periods
are equal, sho'rv their equality in your ranking. (a) The sys-

tem is as described above. (b) The system is as described in
situation (a) except the amplitude is 0.2 m. (c) The situa-
tion is as described in situation (a) except the mass is 0.2 kg.
(d) The situation is as described in situation (a) except the
spring has force constant 20 N,zm. (e) A small resistive force
makes the motion underdamped.
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h 2l For a simple harmonic oscillatoq ansrver yes or no to the follow-
ing questions. (a) Can the quantities position and velocity have
the same sign? (b) Can velociq, and accelemtion have the same
sign? (c) Can position and accelemtion have the same sign?

13. A simple pendr-rlum has a period of 2.5 s. (i) \{hat is its period if
its length is rnade four times larger? (a) 1.25 s (b) 1.77 s (c) 2.5 s

(d) 3.54 s (e) 5 s (ii) \{hat is is period if the length is held con-
stant at its initial ralue and the mass of the suspended bob is

made four times larger? Choose from the same possibilities.

14. You attach a block to the bottom end of a spring hanging
vertically. You slowly let the block move dorvn and find that
it hangs at rest with the spring stretched by 15.0 cm. Next,
you lift the block back up to the initial position and release
it from rest with the spring unstretched. \,\rhat. maximum
distance does itmove dorvn? (a) 7.5 cm (b) 15.0 cm (c) 30.0
cm (d) 60.0 cm (e) The distance cannot be determined
without knowing the mass and spring constant.

) coTcEPTUAL ouEsrtoNs
E (u) rf the coordinate of a particle varies as x = -A cos a|

(b) At whatwhat is the phase constant in Equation 12.6?
position is the particle at I : 0?

2, The equations listed in Table 2.2 give position as a funcrion
of time, velocity as a function of time, and velocity as a func-
tion of position for an object mor.ing in a straight line with
constant acceleration. The quantity u", appears in every equa-
tion. (a) Do any of these equations apply to an object moving
in a straight line with simple harmonic motion? (b) Using a

similar format, make a table of equations describing simple
harmonic motion. Include equations giling acceleration as a

function of time and acceleration as a function of position.
State the equations in such a form that they apply equally to
a block-spring system, to a pendulum, and to other vibrating
systems. (c) What quantity appears in every equarion?

3. Is a bouncing ball an example of simple harmonic motion?
Is the daily movement of a student from home to school and
back simple harmonic motion? Why or why not?

4. Figure CQ12.4 shows graphs of the potential energy of four
different systems versus the position of a particle in each
system. Each particle is set into motion n'ith a push at an
arbitrarily chosen location. Describe its subsequent motion
in each case (a), (b), (c), and (d).
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Figure COl2.4

A simple pendulum can be modeled as exhibiting simple
harmonic motion when I is small. Is the motion periodic
rvhen d is large?

15. The top end of a spring is
held fixed. A block is hung
on the bottom end as in t:,.

Figrrre OQl2.l5a. and the
fi'equency./of the oscillation r'

ol the qstem is nreixrrred.
The block, a second identi- i

cal block. and the sprine ale
carried up in a space shuttle
to Earth orbit. The nvo block
are attached to the ends of
the spdr-rg. The spring is compressed u,idrout makine ad-j.,-- -:

coils touch (Fig. OQ12.15b), and the slstem is rele:scd t, -
cillate u'hile floating nithin the shuttle cabin (Fig. OQl2 - i
\{hat is the fi'eqrrsrrcv of oscill{tiorr lbr dris srstem in terrrr. :

6\ f/2 (b) St r,6. 6 1 ot :,/i1 <"t z1
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@ Ir it possible to have damped oscillations when a system :! l'
resonance? Explain.

7. The mechanical energy of an undamped block-spring srr
tem is constant as kinetic energy transforms to elastic u-
tential energy and vice versa. For comparison, explain r.::a
happens to the energy of a damped oscillator in terms o[ -]
mechanical, potential, and kinetic energies.

8. A student thinks that any real vibration must be damFrC,
Is the student correct? If so, give con'r,incing reasoning E
not, give an example of a real vibration that keeps consr:il.
amplitude forever if the system is isolated.

9. Will damped oscillations occur for any values of D and. e:
Explain.

10. If a pendulum clock keeps perfect time at the base c,: a

mountain, will it also keep perfect time when it is molei u
the top of the mountain? Explain.

11. A pendulum bob is made from a sphere filled rvith rra:=
What rvould happen to the frequency of vibration of rlur
pendulum if there were a hole in the sphere that allorrti
the water to leak out slou.ly?

12. You are looking at a small, leaft tree. You do not notice urr
breeze, and most of the leaves on the tree are motionle.s
One leaf, however, is fluttering back and forth wildl1,.,{fte: z
while, that leaf stops moving and you notice a different lea
moving much more than all the others. Explain what couii
cause the large motion of one particular leaf.

13. Consider the simplified single-piston engine in Figure CQl2. - :.

Assuming the wheel rotates with constant angular speed. <r-
plain rv\ the piston rod oscillates in simple harmonic modc.:-

Figure OQ12.15
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Figure CQ12.13


